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The Big Four Secrets to a Thriving Church Family

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to . . .

Witness more than 3,000 people give their lives to the Lord in a single day?
Be a part of a loving family of dedicated believers that was continually growing – numerically, geographically, and spiritually?
Be recognized in character as one who had been with Jesus?

How did the early Christians leave such a profound impact on their world? And how can we, 2,000 years later, follow in their footsteps? The Big Four thoroughly explores four key secrets that not only made the early church a success but also produced thriving Seventh-day Adventist churches that are rapidly growing the kingdom of heaven.

No matter who you are, The Big Four’s inspiring stories and practical, proven methods will equip you to experience personal and collective revival ultimately leading to powerful ministry and evangelism.

Delve into The Big Four and get ready to let the Lord add to your number daily those who are being saved!

Price: $13.99  $11.50
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